
I Dont Care If The Sun Dont Shine by Elvis Presley
(With Scotty and Bill) Recorded at Sun Records in
1954.

INTRO: G

#1.
G
Well, I don't care if the sun don't shine..

I get my lovin' in the evening time..when
            D7
I'm with my baby.
         D                     D7
Well, it ain't no fun with the sun around..
D                    D7                 D
I get going when the sun goes down..and I'm
D7      G
with my baby.

CHORUS:
G
Well, that's when we're gonna kiss and kiss and

kiss and kiss..then, we're gonna kiss some more.
    A              A7
Who cares how many times we kiss..cause at a
D               D7
time like this, who keeps score?
      G
Well, I don't care if the sun don't shine..
                                     A      D
I get my loving in the evening time..when I meet
   G
my baby.

(INTERLUDE:) G D G

CHORUS:
G
Well, that's when we're gonna kiss and kiss and

kiss and kiss..then, we're gonna kiss some more.
    A              A7
Who cares how many times we kiss..cause at a
D               D7
time like this, who keeps score?
      G
Well, I don't care if the sun don't shine..
                                     A      D
I get my loving in the evening time..when I meet
   G
my baby.

#2.
G
And it don't matter if it's sleet or snow..

the Drive-In's cozy when the lights are low..
                D7
and I'm with my baby.
D                          D7
Makes no difference if the rain comes down..
D                   D7            D   D7
I don't notice when she's around..oh, boy, what
  G
A baby.
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CHORUS:
G
Well, that's when we're gonna kiss and kiss and

kiss and kiss..then, we're gonna kiss some more.
      A                A7        D
Well, one kiss from my baby doll makes me holler..
D7
more..more, more, more.
      G
Well, I don't care if the sun don't shine..
                                     A      D
I get my loving in the evening time..when I meet
   G
my baby.

(INTERLUDE:) G D G

CHORUS:
G
Well, that's when we're gonna kiss and kiss and

kiss and kiss..then, we're gonna kiss some more.
      A                A7        D
Well, one kiss from my baby doll makes me holler..
D7
more..more, more, more.
      G
Well, I don't care if the sun don't shine..
                                     A        D
I get my loving in the evening time..when I'm with
   G
my baby.
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